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If grand unification is real, searches for baryon-number violation should be included on the list
of observables that may reveal information regarding the origin of neutrino masses. Making use of
an effective-operator approach and assuming that nature is SU(5) invariant at very short distances,
we estimate the consequences of different scenarios that lead to light Majorana neutrinos for low-
energy phenomena that violate baryon number minus lepton number (B−L) by two (or more) units,
including neutron–antineutron oscillations and B−L violating nucleon decays. We find that, among
all possible effective theories of lepton-number violation that lead to nonzero neutrino masses, only
a subset is, broadly speaking, consistent with grand unification.
PACS numbers: 11.30.Fs, 14.60.Pq, 12.10.-g
I. INTRODUCTION
While nonzero neutrino masses were observed over a decade ago, the mechanism that leads to them remains elusive
[1]. Several qualitatively different and equally compelling theoretical options are consistent with all available neutrino
data. Hope for significant progress relies heavily on data from a variety of upcoming observations and experiments.
A popular option for rendering the neutrinos massive is to consider that lepton number is violated, spontaneously
or explicitly, at some new energy scale. If the effective new-physics scale is higher than the electroweak symmetry-
breaking scale v = 174 GeV, neutrino masses are predicted to be nonzero and parametrically smaller than the known
fundamental charged-fermion masses, in agreement with observations. Furthermore, regardless of how lepton number
is violated in the ultraviolet, one generically expects neutrinos to be Majorana fermions, a fact that would be revealed
by the observation of neutrinoless double-beta decay [1, 2]. It is unlikely, however, that the observation of neutrinoless
double-beta decay, even when combined with precise information from neutrino oscillations, will reveal the details of
how lepton number is broken. Such information, if at all accessible, will rely on other observations, including searches
for charged-lepton flavor violation, new degrees of freedom at the TeV scale, and the violation of CP-invariance. We
advocate that, if grand unification is a reality, searches for baryon-number violation should be included in the list of
observables that may reveal information regarding the origin of neutrino masses.
In the absence of new light (masses below the weak scale) degrees of freedom, nonzero neutrino masses are entirely
captured by the dimension-five Weinberg operator [3]:∗
O1 = (HL)(HL)
Λ
+ h.c. (1)
where L is a lepton doublet, H is the Higgs doublet, and flavor indices have been omitted. Λ is the effective mass
scale of the the operator. Experimental information on neutrino masses translates into Λ ∼ 1014−15 GeV.
Most other consequences of the physics behind lepton-number violation are not captured by Eq. (1). Other lepton-
number-violating (LNV) consequences of different would-be new physics responsible for nonzero Majorana neutrino
masses can be realized if one considers different effective operators, of dimension higher than five, that mediate
lepton-number violation. Relations among the different effective operators are, of course, model dependent. One can
explore several different classes of models by assuming that a specific effective operator of mass-dimension seven or
higher captures the “leading” effects of the new physics, and then assume that the Weinberg operator is related to
the leading one through quantum corrections [4–6]. The strategy is as follows. Assume the existence of new heavy
fields that couple in such a way that lepton number is broken. Integrating out the new heavy fields at the tree-level
will lead to a set of higher dimensional operators (the leading ones). At the same time, when integrated out at
the loop-level, the same fields will yield Eq. (1). The two operators are hence related to one another (for concrete
models, see, for example, Refs. [4–8], building on the legacy of the pioneering work of [9–11], and for more on the
LNV effective operator approach to neutrino masses and neutrinoless double-beta decay, see Ref. [8]). It is possible to
estimate, without specifying the details of the physics that led to the leading operator, the coefficient of the Weinberg
∗ For future convenience, we use the operator-numbering scheme from Refs. [4, 5].
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2operator as a function of the effective scale of the leading operator and known Standard Model parameters (e.g.,
gauge or Yukawa couplings) up to order-one constants [5, 6]. The effective-operator approach allows one to analyze
broad classes of models, including order-of-magnitude estimates of low-energy phenomenological consequences of the
new physics, without the requirement that one constructs ultraviolet-complete Lagrangians. For most scenarios, the
physics scale associated to the new physics is much smaller than 1014 GeV. Indeed, in some instances, the masses of
the new particles are constrained to be at most a few TeV, even if one requires all new coupling to be of order one.
The fermion content of the Standard Model, the serendipity of gauge anomaly cancellations, and the fact that the
gauge couplings seem to unify at high energies can all be accounted for if one assumes that, at very high energies,
nature can be described by a spontaneously broken grand-unified gauge theory (GUT). If nature is supersymmetric
above the TeV scale, the GUT scale is inferred to be around 1016 GeV. As far as this work is concerned, it suffices
to appreciate that the GUT scale is higher than the scale of lepton-number breaking, regardless of the details of the
LNV sector, if the LNV physics is responsible for the observed nonzero neutrino masses.
GUTs imply that lepton-number violation is intimately related to baryon-number violation. In GUTs, the different
standard-model fermion multiplets are interpreted as different components of GUT multiplets in such a way that
neither lepton number nor baryon number can be successfully assigned to any of the matter multiplets.† If the GUT
hypothesis is correct, the same physics that leads to lepton-number violation and nonzero neutrino masses also leads,
necessarily, to baryon-number violation and, more precisely, to B−L violation. For concrete scenarios that explore this
relation see, for example, Refs. [12–20]. Here we explore this connection by establishing, at the order-of-magnitude
level, expected rates for different baryon-number-violating (BNV) processes as functions of what is known about
neutrino masses, without making reference to specific ultraviolet-complete models.
We will restrict our discussion to SU(5) GUTs. For larger gauge groups, the matter content of the theory is
larger than that of the Standard Model, and we choose not to consider the hypothesis that there are more “light”
degrees of freedom. As a concrete example, in the case of SO(10) GUTs, U(1)B−L is a gauged subgroup of SO(10)
so B − L violating effects are entwined with GUT-breaking effects. Furthermore, in SO(10) GUTs, one predicts the
existence of standard-model gauge-singlet fermions (right-handed neutrinos). Whether these states have GUT-like
masses, intermediate masses, or survive down to the weak scale and beyond depends on the details of GUT-breaking
and the field-content at the GUT-scale, and we do not address this very interesting issue here. On the other hand,
by choosing an SU(5) route, we are implicitly addressing larger gauge groups, assuming that they are broken in such
a way that an effective “intermediate” SU(5) description is appropriate. If this is the case, all non-SU(5) new fields
are considered to have GUT-masses and safely decouple from the discussion.
II. DIMENSION FIVE
In order to explain our strategy, we first discuss the scenarios that lead to the Weinberg operator at the tree-level.
It is well known that there are three ways to reach O1 at the tree-level [21]: integrating out a Standard Model gauge
singlet fermion (Type-I seesaw), an SU(2)L triplet scalar with zero hypercharge (Type-II seesaw), or an SU(2)L
triplet fermion with zero hypercharge (Type-III seesaw) [22]. If the SU(5)-GUT hypothesis is correct, these different
fields also need to be interpreted as components of SU(5) multiplets, henceforth referred to, generically, as X5. In
the case of the SU(2)L gauge singlet fermions, these “fit” inside SU(5) gauge singlets or be a part of SU(5) 24s,
while the SU(2)L triplet fermions would be part of an SU(5) 24, and the triplet scalar would be part of a 15. Since
the process of integrating out a subset of the fields in X5 leads to |∆L| = 2 effects, the process of integrating out all
components of X5 will lead to many different manifestations of |∆(B − L)| = 2 at low energies.
If SU(5) were not broken, the act of integrating out X5 would lead to the effective operator
OGUT1 =
(Φiψ†i )(Φ
iψ†i )
Λ
+ h.c., (2)
where ψ is a matter field that transforms as a 5¯ under SU(5) and Φ is a scalar multiplet that also transforms as a 5¯:
ψi =
(
dcr d
c
b d
c
g e −ν
)
, (3)
Φi =
(
φr φb φg φ
− φ†0
)
, (4)
† As is well known, conserved global symmetry charges related to baryon number minus lepton number can, depending on the particle
content of the theory, be assigned to the different GUT matter multiplets.
3i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Here, dcn (n = r, g, b), e, ν are, respectively, left-handed down-type antiquark fields of different colors,
left-handed charged-lepton fields, and left-handed neutrino fields. Flavor indices have been omitted. The colored
scalars φn (n = r, g, b) are the components of the color-triplet Higgs field Hc, while φ
+ and φ0 are the components of
the Standard Model Higgs field,
Hα =
(
φ+ φ0
)
, H˜α =
(
φ†0 −φ−
)
. (5)
The remaining Standard Model matter fields are part of a multiplet χ, which transforms as a 10 under SU(5):
χij =
1√
2

0 ucg −ucb ur dr
−ucg 0 ucr ub db
ucb −ucr 0 ug dg−ur −ub −ug 0 ec
−dr −db −dg −ec 0
 , (6)
i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and χij = −χji. Here ucn, un, dn (n = r, g, b) are, respectively, left-handed up-type antiquark fields,
left-handed up-type quark fields and left-handed down-type quark fields of different colors, and ec are left-handed
charged-antilepton fields. Flavor indices have been omitted.
Eq. (2) contains not only the Weinberg operator, Eq. (1), but also operators that violate baryon number and lepton
number. The color-triplet Higgs Hc cannot be assigned lepton number or baryon number, but it can be assigned
B − L in such a way that all Yukawa interactions preserve B − L.‡ It is easy to see that Hc has B − L charge
+2/3 so the components of Eq. (1) ∝ (dc†Hc)2) or ∝ (dcH†c)(LH) violate, at the tree-level and after Hc decay, either
baryon number by plus or minus two units or lepton number by minus one unit and baryon number by one unit (or
vice versa). If SU(5) → SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y breaking occurred after the X5 fields were integrated out, the
coefficients of these different ∆(B − L) = ±2 operators would be the same, modulo renormalization group running
effects between the GUT-scale and the infrared.
If grand unification is real and neutrino masses are a consequence of LNV new physics, GUT-breaking occurs at
an energy scale that is higher than that of the lepton-number breaking. Hence, below the GUT-breaking scale, the
masses and couplings of the various components of X5 are different from one another, and the coefficients of the
Standard Model effective operators in Eq. (2) are no longer the same, at any energy scale.§
Nonetheless, the BNV operators are still present, and their effective couplings are still related to those of the
Weinberg operator, and the latter are still constrained by the low-energy observations related to neutrino masses.
The relationship is just more model dependent. For example, the SU(5) version of the Type-I, Type-II, or Type-III
seesaw will lead to different relative coefficients among the components of Eq. (2), and different manifestations of
GUT breaking also lead to different relations.
If one were to assume that the GUT-breaking effects are not especially dramatic, i.e., that the several |∆(B−L)| = 2
operators have effective couplings of the same order of magnitude, one would be able to relate, at the order-of-
magnitude level, LNV physics to BNV observables. This should allow one to relate, semi-quantitatively, neutrino
masses to the rates for different B − L processes. The comparison can be done at the effective-operator level, i.e.,
one can establish a relationship between possible new physics that leads to nonzero neutrino masses and the rates of
several BNV observables. We first identify allOGUTJ (J = 1, 2, 3, . . .) that contain leading operatorsOI (I = 1, 2, 3, . . .),
following the numbering scheme introduced in Ref. [4]. We then identify all the other components of OGUTJ which,
as will be shown later, all mediate B − L violation by an even number of units. Using the procedure carried out in
Ref. [5], we identify the value of the effective scale Λ of the operator OGUTJ with the one required to “explain” the
neutrino masses via OI . We finally use Λ in order to estimate the rate of the different BNV processes mediated by
OGUTJ .
In the case of a dimension-five leading operator, Eq. (2) contains Eq. (1) and neutrino masses require Λ ∼
1014−15 GeV. Further taking into account that the Hc must also be integrated out and that their masses are also
of order the GUT scale, we conclude that all baryon-number violating phenomena mediated by this physics are very
safely outside the reach of BNV probes. In the next sections, we show that this is certainly not the case for most
other leading effective operators.
‡ This is well known. At the renormalizable level, minimal SU(5) conserves a global U(1)X if one assigns nontrivial charges to χ, ψ and
Φ. B − L charges are a combination of U(1)X and electroweak hypercharge.
§ Another important issue is that the colored Higgs triplet fields, which violate B+L and mediate nucleon decay, may have masses which
are larger than those of the X5 fields, rendering the effective operators that contain Hc inconsistent from an effective field theory point
of view. Experimentally, their masses are bounded to be above 1012 GeV [27–29]. In order to illustrate our strategy we ignore this fact.
4III. ∆B, ∆L, AND OPERATOR DIMENSIONS
We will only consider higher-dimensional operators constructed out of the matter fields ψ and χ, and the Higgs
field Φ, as defined in the previous section. As in Refs. [4, 5], we do not consider operators with derivatives and gauge
boson field strengths. Finally we are interested in operators that contain the |∆L| = 2 operators OI defined and
described in Refs. [4, 5].
It is interesting to explore what, if any, are the relations between an operator’s mass-dimension and its total lepton
and baryon-number charges. Very generically, we arrive at the following relationship between ∆L, the lepton number
of a given operator, ∆B, the baryon number of a given operator, and D, the mass-dimension of the operator. Note
that we do not allow for operators that contain the very heavy color-triplet Higgs fields Hc.∣∣∣∣12∆B + 32∆L
∣∣∣∣ ∈ N{ odd ↔ D is odd,even ↔ D is even. (7)
We refer readers to Appendix A for the details of the derivation and other information. See also Ref. [30]. Eq. (7)
assumes only hypercharge and Lorentz invariance, and it remains unchanged if right-handed neutrinos with lepton
number +1 are added to the Standard Model. We spell out some of its consequences below, concentrating on the ones
that are most relevant to the subject at hand.
• Operators with |∆L| = 2, ∆B = 0 have odd mass dimension. The lowest such operator is dimension five
(Eq. (1)).
• Since ∆B/2 + 3∆L/2 ≡ ∆(B − L)/2 + 2(∆L) ≡ ∆(B + L)/2 + (∆L) is an integer, |∆(B − L)| and |∆(B + L)|
must be even numbers for any operator. Clearly, operators with odd |∆B| also have odd |∆L| (and vice versa).
• Operators with odd mass-dimension must have non-zero ∆B or ∆L. In more detail, it is easy to show that,
for operators with odd mass-dimension, |∆(B − L)| is an even number not divisible by four (2, 6, 10, . . . ).
All odd-dimensional operators violate B − L by at least two units. For operators with even mass-dimension,
|∆(B − L)| is a multiple of four, including zero (0, 4, 8, 12, . . . ).
As far as our discussion is concerned, we will be interested in OGUTJ with odd mass-dimension, since all OI are odd-
dimensional. Furthermore, all other components of OGUTJ will, necessarily, violate baryon number or lepton number.
It is important to emphasize that the effects discussed here are qualitatively different from many other more widely
known BNV effects from GUTs. As is well known, SU(5) GUTs have a global U(1)X symmetry which is proportional
to B − L. If U(1)X is conserved, this implies that ∆(B − L) = 0. Our result implies that all effects that conserve
U(1)X , including, for example, the exchange of heavy GUT gauge bosons or Higgs fields, lead to effective operators
that have even mass-dimension. The lowest-energy BNV effective operators, for example, are dimension six and
conserve B − L [3, 23] (including QQQL and ucucdcec) and, naively, are not related to the physics responsible for
nonzero Majorana neutrino masses.
We list and number all odd-dimensional OGUTJ , J = 1, 2, 3, . . ., with mass-dimension D ≤ 9 in Table I.
IV. DIMENSION SEVEN
The dimension-seven operators one can construct out of ψ, χ and Φ, listed in Table I, are OGUT2a,2b,3,4. When expressed
in terms of their Standard Model “components,” all related operators violate B − L by two units (violating B − L
by six units requires operators of much higher mass-dimension). Since their mass-dimension is too small (|∆B| = 2
operators are at least dimension-nine), all operators either violate lepton number by two units, or baryon number by
one unit and lepton number by minus one unit (or vice versa).
Operator OGUT2a contains the following “components”:
1
Λ3
ijklm(χijχkl)(ψ
†
mψ
†
n)Φ
n ⊃
{
αβ
Λ3
δγH
∗
α(L
†
βd
c†)(QγQδ),
αβ
Λ3
H∗α(L
†
βd
c†)(ecuc),
αβ
Λ3
δδγH
∗
α(L
†
βL
†
δ)(Q
γuc)
}
, (8)
where we have omitted terms that contain the color-triplet Higgs fields, which we henceforth assume are GUT-scale
heavy, and omitted flavor indices. SU(3) contractions are implicit, but we have made the SU(2) contractions explicit.
Our notation does not address the possibility of forming operators with a different Lorentz structure using σµ, σµ, σµν
or σµν . As will become clear later, these (sometimes distinct) operators are expected to lead to the same results as
the operators above up to, at most, order-one corrections. The act of integrating out the color-triplet Higgs fields will
5TABLE I: SU(5) GUT-invariant effective operators that consist of the matter fields ψ, χ or Higgs boson field Φ and have odd
mass-dimension D = 5, 7, 9. We exclude operators with derivatives and gauge boson field strengths, and ignore operators that
consist of the simple ‘composition’ of two lower-dimensional gauge-invariant operators. The operators OI contained within
OGUTJ are listed according to the numbering scheme from Refs. [4, 5], using bold-face font for the OI operator that gives the
dominant contribution to neutrino masses. The ‘singlets’ operator refers to ececucucdc†dc†, not present in Refs. [4, 5]. The
star symbol indicates operators that would vanish if one did not take into account the existence of more than one generation
of fermions. See text for details.
Dimension J , for OGUTJ Operator I, for OI
5 1 ψiΦ†iψ
jΦ†j 1
7 2a ijklmχ
†ijχ†klψmψnΦ†n 4a, 8
7 2?b ijklmχ
†ijψkψlχ†mnΦ†n 4b, 8
7 3 χijψ
iψjψkΦ†k 2, 3b
7 4? ijklmψ
iψjψkψlΦm
9 5 χijχklψ
iψjψkψl 9, 10, 11b
9 6a ijklmψ
iχ†jkχ†lmχnoψnψo 13, 14b, 16, 19
9 6b ijklmψ
iψjχ†klχ†mnχnoψo 13, 14b, 16, 18, 19
9 6?c ijklmψ
iψjψkχ†lmχ†noχno 14a, 16, 18
9 7a ijklmnopqrψ
iχ†jkχ†lmψnχ†opχ†qr 12a, 20, singlets
9 7?b ijklmnopqrψ
iψjχ†klχ†mnχ†opχ†qr 12b, 20, singlets
9 8?a ijklmψ
iψjψkψlχ†mnψ†n 17
9 8?b ijklmψ
iψjψkχ†lmψnψ†n 15, 17
9 9 ijklmψ
iΦjχ†klχ†mnΦ†nψ
oΦ†o 6
lead to higher-dimensional BNV and LNV operators, which we expect are subleading when compared to the effects
we are discussing here.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) has ∆B = −∆L = 1, while the other two terms violate lepton
number by two units. In more detail, the second term is operator O8 in Refs. [4, 5], while the third term is O4a in
Refs. [4, 5].¶ This information is included in the third column of Table I.
Using the results of Refs. [5, 6], we estimate that, for O4a, the neutrino data require Λ ∼ 4×1012 GeV, while for O8,
neutrino data call for Λ ∼ 6× 106 GeV. Since both are part of the same OGUT2a , we will choose Λ in Eq. (8) such that
it agrees with the largest of the two: Λ ∼ 4× 1012 GeV. In this way, the O4a component of OGUT2a “fits” the neutrino
data, while the O8 provides a subdominant contribution (around six orders of magnitude smaller). This analysis
indicates that, unless GUT-breaking effects are very large, grand unification implies that there are no scenarios where
the neutrino masses are a consequence of physics that yield, at the tree-level, O8 – other related GUT degrees of
freedom, which ‘manifest themselves’ as O4a, will contribute at a more substantive level. The fact that O4a is the
dominant LNV operator in OGUT2a is indicated (using bold-face font) in Table I.
After electroweak symmetry breaking, αβΛ
−3H∗α
(
L†βdc†
) (
QαQβ
)
mediates different nucleon-decay processes,
including p→ pi+ν, p→ ρ+ν, n→ pi0ν, etc. We estimate
Γ(N →Mν) ∼ 1
8pi
( v
Λ3
)2
Λ5QCD, (9)
where N is a nucleon (proton or neutron), M is a meson (pi, ρ,K, etc.), and ΛQCD ≡ 0.25 GeV. We applied our
estimation procedure to more detailed computations of the nucleon lifetime [24] and agree with them up to order-one
factors. At the same order in perturbation theory, OGUT2a mediates three-body nucleon decays N → MMν, whose
contribution to the the nucleon lifetime is phase-space suppressed.
Given the “neutrino mass” value for Λ, we can estimate the nucleon lifetime. For Λ ∼ 4× 1012 GeV, the lifetime of
the nucleon turns out to be τN ∼ 1044 years. To be concrete, and in order to take the many different uncertainties into
account, we will henceforth present and discuss numerical estimates as follows. While relating Λ to the neutrino masses,
we impose that the neutrino masses lie between 0.05 eV and 0.5 eV, the square root of the largest confirmed neutrino
mass-squared difference and the (approximate) upper bound on the sum of the neutrino masses from measurements
¶ Henceforth, OI for I = 1, 2, 3, . . . will refer to |∆L| = 2 operators tabulated in Refs. [4, 5], while OGUTJ for J = 1, 2, 3, . . . will refer to
the operators tabulated in Table I.
6TABLE II: List of SU(5) operators of mass-dimension seven or nine that violate B − L by two units. We show in the third
column the ∆L = 2 operator within the SU(5) one that gives the dominant contribution to neutrino masses, together with the
scale necessary for it to fit neutrino masses, in the fourth column. The predictions for the ∆B 6= 0 observables are listed in the
last column. The notation is as follows: N is a nucleon (proton p or neutron n), M is a meson (pi, ρ,K, . . .) and ` is a neutral
(ν) or charged (e) lepton. Generation indices have been omitted. See text for more details.
J for OGUTJ Operator OI Λ in GeV Select ∆B 6= 0 Observables
2a ijklmχ
†ijχ†klψmψnΦ†n O4a 4× 1011−12 τ(N →Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1037−44 years
2?b ijklmχ
†ijψkψlχ†mnΦ†n O4b 6× 108−9 τ(N →M`) ∼ 8pi
(
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1020−27 years
3 χijψ
iψjψkΦ†k O3b 1× 1010−11 τ(N →Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1028−34 years
4 ijklmψ
iψjψkψlΦm none no estimate no estimate
5 χijχklψ
iψjψkψl O11b 2× 106−7
τ(N →Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yd
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1014−20 years
τ(n→Me) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yu
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1010−17 years
τ(n− n) ∼ Λ5
Λ6QCD
∼ 103−8 years
6a ijklmψ
iχ†jkχ†lmχnoψnψo O14b 6× 107−8
τ(N →Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yu
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1019−26 years
τ(n− n) ∼ Λ5
Λ6QCD
∼ 1010−16 years
6b ijklmψ
iψjχ†klχ†mnχnoψo O14b 6× 107−8
τ(N →Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yu
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1019−26 years
τ(n→Me) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yd
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1023−29 years
τ(n− n) ∼ Λ5
Λ6QCD
∼ 1010−16 years
6?c ijklmψ
iψjψkχ†lmχ†noχno O14a 1× 105−6
τ(N →Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yu
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 102−9 years
τ(n→Me) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yd
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 106−12 years
7a ijklmnopqrψ
iχ†jkχ†lmψnχ†opχ†qr O12a 2× 109−10
τ(p→Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yu
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1028−35 years
τ(n→M`) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yu
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1028−35 years
τ(n− n) ∼ Λ5
Λ6QCD
∼ 1018−23 years
7?b ijklmnopqrψ
iψjχ†klχ†mnχ†opχ†qr O12b 4× 106−7
τ(p→Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yu
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1012−18 years
τ(n→M`) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yu
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1012−18 years
8?a ijklmψ
iψjψkψlχ†mnψ†n O17 2× 102−3
τ(p→Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
(16pi2)2
g2yd
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 102−9 seconds
τ(n→Me) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yd
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 10(−3)−(+3) seconds
8?b ijklmψ
iψjψkχ†lmψnψ†n O15 1× 105−6
τ(p→Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
(16pi2)2
g2yd
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1011−17 years
τ(n→Me) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2
yd
Λ3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 106−12 years
9 ijklmψ
iΦjχ†klχ†mnΦ†nψ
oΦ†o O6 2× 109−10 τ(N →Mν) ∼ 8pi
(
16pi2 Λ
3
v
)2
1
Λ5QCD
∼ 1028−34 years
of the large-scale structure of the universe [25], respectively.∗ The extracted Λ values, tabulated in Table II, are
hence uncertain by one order of magnitude, as explicitly indicated. This one order of magnitude uncertainty in Λ
translates, according to Eq. (9), into a six orders of magnitude uncertainty on the nucleon lifetime. We feel that this
is an appropriate way of accommodating all the approximations made here in order to estimate the nucleon lifetime
given neutrino mass constraints.
∗ Strictly speaking, the objects we are computing are the elements of the neutrino Majorana mass matrix. In models where the neutrino
mass matrix is predicted to be hierarchical (see Ref. [5]), the neutrino-mass range in the text is imposed on the largest matrix elements.
7The current most stringent experimental bound on the nucleon lifetime is τ(p+ → ρ+ν) > 1.6× 1032 years, at the
90% confidence level [26], much shorter than the range indicated in Table II for OGUT2a . In fact, we anticipate that, if
the LNV physics information is properly “contained” in OGUT2a , |∆(B −L)| = 2 nucleon decay processes are expected
to remain unobservable for the foreseeable future. We re-emphasize that we have nothing to say about |∆(B−L)| = 0
nucleon decay modes. These are mediated by physics that cannot be related in a model-independent way to the
physics responsible for nonzero neutrino masses.
Of the remaining three dimension-seven OGUT operators, OGUT2b,3 contain |∆L| = 2 components after GUT-breaking,
as listed in Table I. OGUT4 , on the other hand, only contain terms that violate both baryon-number and lepton number
by one unit (in absolute value). Models that manifest themselves via OGUT4 are not viable candidates for the physics
responsible for neutrino masses.
The results in Table II reveal that the possibility that the physics responsible for neutrino masses is captured by
OGUT3 is already constrained, but not “ruled out” by searches for p+ → ρ+ν. This is due to the fact that the effective
scale of the operator is of order 1011 GeV, an order of magnitude lower than that of OGUT2a discussed above.
OGUT2b , on the other hand, requires an even smaller value of Λ in order to “fit” the neutrino mass data and, in
the absence of large GUT-breaking effects, is disfavored by nucleon decay searches. OGUT2b has the interesting feature
that it would vanish in the absence of more than one generation, hinting that, modulo a proper discussion of Yukawa
couplings, some of the final-state mesons or leptons from N →M` are not in the first generation. As summarized in
Ref. [26], however, many nucleon decay modes of the type N → M` are constrained to outlive 1027 years by many
orders of magnitude, including some that have second generation leptons or quarks: τ(n→ ρ+µ−) > 7× 1030 years,
τ(p→ K+ν) > 6.7× 1032 years, τ(n→ K+µ−) > 5.7× 1031, etc., all at the 90% confidence level. Many three-body
decay modes, like p → e−pi+K+, are are strongly constrained (τ(p → e−pi+K+) > 2.5 × 1032 years at the 90%
confidence level).
In summary, if GUTs are indeed real and the physics responsible for neutrino masses is captured by an effective
|∆L| = 2 operator of mass-dimension seven, we conclude that the new physics must manifest itself via one of O3b,4a,4b .
It cannot manifest itself in the form of operators O3a,5,7,11a from Ref. [4, 5] as these are not “present” in OGUT2a,2b,3,4, and
it cannot manifest itself via O8 since it is entwined with other |∆L| = 2 operators via GUT relations. Furthermore,
nucleon decay bounds disfavorOGUT2b (and henceO4b), whileOGUT3 (and henceO2,3b†) is already somewhat constrained
by failed searches for nucleon decay, indicating that, if nature chooses to generate neutrino masses in this way, future
nucleon decay searches are expected to observe baryon-number violation. OGUT2a , which yields nonzero neutrino
masses predominantly via O4a , is the only scenario that is unconstrained by searches for baryon-number violation.
We emphasize again that large GUT-breaking effects will allow one to evade many of the constraints.
Before proceeding, it is instructive to quickly discuss an ultraviolet complete toy example that realizes one of the
operators discussed here. At the GUT-level, we add to the Lagrangian two new scalar fields, Zm (a 5 of SU(5)), and
Yij (a 10 of SU(5)), along with a potential that contain the following terms(
hY ψ
iψjYij + κY ZΦ
†
iZjY
†ij + hZijklmχijχklZm + h.c.
)
+M2Y YijY
†ij +M2ZZiZ
†i. (10)
Integrating out the heavy fields Y and Z at the tree-level, OGUT2a is generated, with 1/Λ3 = κY ZhY hZ/M2YM2Z .
Integrating Y and Z at the one-loop level will lead to OGUT1 , as expected. Note that the model would be invariant
under U(1)X if any of the couplings hY , hZ , κY Z were to vanish. A slight variation of the model, where the hZ term
is replaced by ψχZ†, would lead to OGUT3 .
V. DIMENSION NINE
The dimension-nine operators one can construct out of ψ, χ and Φ, listed in Table I, are OGUT5,6a,6b,6c,7a,7b,8a,8b .
When expressed in terms of their Standard Model “components,” all related operators violate B − L by two units
(violating B − L by six units requires operators of yet higher mass-dimension). Unlike the dimension-seven case, the
dimension-nine operators also accommodate |∆B| = 2 terms.
† The value of Λ that allows O2,3b to accommodate the observed neutrino masses are very similar, see Ref. [5].
8Operator OGUT5 contains the following “components:”
1
Λ5
χijχklψ
iψjψkψl ⊃
{
1
Λ5
ececLiLjLkLlijkl,
1
Λ5
dcdcLiLkQjQlijkl,
1
Λ5
dcecLiLjLkQlijkl,
1
Λ5
dcdcdcdcucuc,
1
Λ5
dcdcdcucLiQjij ,
1
Λ5
dcdcucecLiLjij
}
. (11)
As in Eq. (8), we omitted terms that contain the color-triplet Higgs fields and flavor indices. SU(3) contractions are
implicit, but we have made the SU(2) contractions explicit. OGUT5 contains (first line of Eq. (11)) the LNV operators
O9, O10, and O11b , which “explain” neutrino masses if Λ ∼ 3 × 106 GeV, Λ ∼ 6 × 106 GeV, Λ ∼ 2 × 107 GeV,
respectively. As discussed in Sec. IV, we choose the largest of these (Λ ∼ 2× 107 GeV) for the purpose of estimating
BNV observables, and conclude that grand unification disfavors LNV physics that manifests itself via O9 or O10. O11b
is expected to dominate low-energy LNV phenomena.
The “operator-components” Λ−5dcdcdcucLiQjij and Λ−5dcdcucecLiLjij (in the second line of Eq. (11)) violate
baryon number by minus one unit and lepton number by one unit (and vice versa), and mediate at low-energies nucleon
decay, similar to the dimension-seven operators discussed in the previous section. The component Λ−5dcdcdcdcucuc
(in the second line of Eq. (11)), on the other hand, only violates baryon number, by two units. It gives rise to,
e.g., n − n oscillations and N + N → M inside of nuclei (where M is a state with zero baryon number), the latter
proceeding via, e.g., gluon emission from one of the quark lines.
At the tree-level, Λ−5dcdcdcucLiQjij and Λ−5dcdcucecLiLjij will mediate |∆(B−L)| = 2 nucleon decay processes
with two and three particles in the final state, including a purely leptonic decay of the neutron: n→ e+e−ν. At the
one-loop level, by combining the known quark and charged-lepton Yukawa interactions with the physics that yields
the dimension-nine operators above at the tree level, one obtains dimension-seven |∆(B − L)| = 2 effective operators
that mediate much faster nucleon decay processes. We estimate these effects following the procedure described in
detail in Ref. [5], which allowed one to relate different higher-dimensional (D ≥ 7) |∆L| = 2 leading operators to
the D = 5 Weinberg operator. For example, the tree-level operator Λ−5dcdcdcucLiQjij can be related to one-loop
dimension-seven operators that mediates N → Mν, as illustrated in Figure 1 in the case of n → Mν. We estimate
the associated decay width as follows:
Γ(N →Mν) ∼ 1
8pi
( yd
16pi2
)2 ( v
Λ3
)2
Λ5QCD, (12)
where yd is a down-type-quark Yukawa coupling. We also illustrate the tree-level contribution of Λ
−5dcdcdcucLiQjij
to n→Mν, along with our estimate for the partial width. The loop-level contribution overwhelms the tree-level for
Λ2v/Λ3QCD  16pi2, which is the case for all effective scales Λ of interest.
uR
dR
dR
νL
d¯L
dL
uR
dR
d d
νL
d¯L
d
φ0
×
⇒
⇒
Γ(n→Mν) ∼ 1
8π
(
1
Λ5
)2
Λ11QCD
Γ(n→Mν) ∼ 1
8π
( yd
16π2
v
Λ3
)2
Λ5QCD
FIG. 1: Contributions of Λ−5dcdcdcucLiQjij to n → Mν at the tree-level (top), and the one-loop level (bottom), along
with respective estimates for the decay width. The loop-diagram outweighs the tree-level contribution as it is related to a
mass-dimension seven effective operator, as opposed to mass-dimension nine.
According to the procedure described in Sec. IV, our results for the nucleon lifetime and that of n− n¯ oscillation are
listed in Table II. The different lifetime estimates depend on the down-type-quark, up-type-quark, or charged-lepton
Yukawa couplings yd, yu, ye, respectively, and we list only the leading contribution to the different two-body final-
state nucleon decays. We further assume that the operators are flavor indifferent and hence assume the up-type-quark
9(down-type-quark) [charged-lepton] Yukawa coupling to be that of the top-quark (bottom-quark) [tau-lepton]. For
the numerical estimates displayed in Table II, we use yuv = 120 GeV and ydv = 2.5 GeV in order to acknowledge the
renormalization group running between the GUT scale and Λ. Given the order-of-magnitude nature of our estimates,
these choices are perfectly adequate. Our analytic estimate for the n− n¯ oscillation rate is also depicted in Table II,
and agrees with similar estimates computed in Ref. [17, 31]. Experimentally, the time scale for n − n¯ oscillations
is constrained to be greater than 2.7 years and 4.1 years at the 90% confidence level, for free and bound neutrons,
respectively [26]. An improvement of up to three orders of magnitude is expected from proposed next-generation
experiments [20]. However, since n− n¯ oscillations are, at leading order, a dimension-nine phenomenon, these results
provide much weaker constraints than those provided by nucleon decay searches, modulo large GUT-breaking effects.
It is clear that OGUT5 -related baryon-number violating processes are many orders of magnitude faster than the current
experimental bounds. In the absence of large GUT-breaking effects, we can state that the physics that yields OGUT5
is disfavored by the non-observation of nucleon decay as the dominant source of the observed neutrino masses.
All other dimension-nine operators mediate, at low energies, |∆L| = 2, as listed in Table I. Of the |∆L| = 2 operators
listed in Refs. [4, 5], O6,9,10,11b,12a,12b,13,14a,14b,15,16,17,18,19,20, along with the ‘singlets’ operator ececucucdc†dc†‡ are
consistent with grand unification. O5,7,11a are not, according to our procedure, consistent with grand unification.
Among the “allowed” |∆L| = 2 operators of mass-dimension nine, only O6,11b,12a,12b,14a,14b,15,17 can be made to fit
neutrino data. The remaining operators are entwined with these in such a way that, modulo large GUT-breaking
effects, they can only contribute at a subdominant level to the observed neutrino masses.
The different accessible two-body-final-state nucleon decay modes are listed in Table II for all the dimension-nine
operators. In the case of OGUT8a,8b , proton decay occurs only at the two-loop level – an extra W -boson loop is required
in order to “convert” a down-quark into an up-quark – while in the case of OGUT9 the two-body nucleon decay occurs
by closing a Higgs boson loop, in such a way that the decay rate is not proportional to any of the Yukawa couplings.
In spite of the one-loop suppression, the low (relative to the dimension-seven operators discussed in the previous
section) effective scales required to fit the observed neutrino masses translate into shorter nucleon lifetimes. As far
as baryon number violating processes are concerned, only OGUT7a and OGUT9 are not severely constrained, even if one
takes into account that OGUT8a requires more than one fermion generation in order to exist. Some operators are “ruled
out” by many orders of magnitude. This, in turn, means that if grand unification is real the only dimension-nine
|∆L = 2| effective operators allowed by all data, assuming GUT-breaking effects are under control, are O6,12a . These,
furthermore, loosely predict that |∆(B − L)| = 2 nucleon decay is to be observed by next-generation searches.
We expect that new physics that manifests itself at the tree-level via dimension-eleven operators will mediate
|∆(B − L)| = 2§ nucleon decay at the two-loop level (or higher). We also anticipate, at the one-loop level, |∆B| = 2
processes. In spite of the higher-order nature of the effects, similar to what we observe when comparing dimension-
seven and dimension-nine operators, we expect the nucleon lifetimes consistent with the observed neutrino data to
be, on average, shorter, given the smaller required Λ values. We anticipate, therefore, only a small subset of the
dimension-eleven OI , if any, to be consistent with grand unification, modulo large GUT-breaking effects. For this
reason, we did not conduct a detailed study of dimension-eleven OGUTJ operators.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We argue that, if nature is described by a grand-unified gauge theory at very short distances, searches for low-energy
processes that violated B−L by two units are expected to play a nontrivial role in piecing together the neutrino mass
puzzle, assuming the neutrinos are Majorana fermions. We estimate, for a large class of LNV scenarios, expected rates
for |∆(B − L)| = 2 processes, more concretely two-body-final-state decays of nucleons and the neutron–antineutron
oscillation rate. Our results are summarized in Table II.
Our approach is as follows. We assume the existence of new heavy (mass larger than the weak scale) states X
that break lepton-number conservation explicitly at the heavy mass scale. Those, when integrated out, will lead
to effective operators suppressed by different powers of Λ that mediate |∆L| = 2 phenomena, including non-zero
Majorana neutrino masses. The contribution to the neutrino mass from a generic scenario can be estimated by
assuming that, at the tree-level, its low-energy effects are captured by a leading D-dimensional operator, D ≥ 7, and
that the coefficient of the Weinberg operator, which is generated at some loop-level, can be estimated from the leading
operator [4, 5]. Following this procedure, one determines the values of Λ that lead to the observed neutrino masses.
‡ The ‘singlets’ operator accommodates the observed neutrino masses for very small Λ ∼ 1 GeV and, for this reason, it is not considered
in Refs. [4–6].
§ Dimension-eleven operators are still “too small” to contain |∆(B − L)| = 6 operators.
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If grand unification is real, the X fields must be part of larger GUT multiplets X5. The act of integrating out the
other components of X5, assuming these are all heavy, will lead, at the tree-level, to other effective operators of the
same dimension D, all of which violate B − L by two (or six, ten, etc) units, as we demonstrate in Appendix A, and
mediate BNV and LNV low-energy phenomena at different loop-levels. As with the |∆L| = 2 leading operator, we
can estimate the contributions of these |∆(B − L)| = 2 operators to nucleon decay as a function of Λ. By assuming
that the effective scale Λ of GUT-related operators are the same we associate the neutrino mass data to expected
rates for |∆(B − L)| = 2 processes.
In order to define which D-dimensional |∆(B −L)| = 2 operators are related, we constructed all D = 7 and D = 9
OGUT operators made up of the GUT matter fields – ψ, in the 5¯ representation and χ, in the 10 representation –
and Higgs fields, Φ, in the 5¯ representation. These are listed in Table I. The related D-dimensional |∆(B − L)| = 2
operators are then simply the different “components” of OGUT after GUT-breaking. In Table I we list which |∆L| = 2
operators are included in the different OGUT.
Strictly speaking, this procedure is correct in the case ΛMGUT, the GUT-breaking scale. If this were the case, at
the scale Λ, the theory would be described by the GUT version of the Standard Model plus X5, while at energy scales
around MGUT physical phenomena would be properly described by the GUT version of the Standard Model plus the
effective operators OGUT. Finally, in the infrared, physical phenomena would be properly described by the Standard
Model, plus the “components” of OGUT and other effective operators suppressed by different powers of MGUT.¶ The
coefficients of the different higher-dimensional operators would be the same, modulo calculable quantum corrections
(renormalization-group running between MGUT and the infrared). Instead, we are interested in the case ΛMGUT
(but still Λ  v, the weak scale). For the purposes of establishing which D-dimensional operators generated by the
same GUT-connected physics are related, the procedure described above is valid. However, already at the scale Λ,
GUT-breaking effects render the coefficients of the different components of OGUT different from one another. These
effects are model dependent and hence cannot be calculated following our approach.
In order to relate the experimentally-constrained neutrino masses to the rates for low-energy baryon-number violat-
ing processes, we posit that GUT-breaking effects, along with renormalization-group running effects between Λ and
the infrared, are small enough that all related |∆(B−L)| = 2 operators have the same coefficient. While this appears
to be a natural minimalistic assumption, it is by no means guaranteed to be correct. Numerically, our estimates are
not sensitive to order-one effects, or even effects that lead to one order of magnitude differences. Order-one GUT-
breaking effects are known and required in order to render the different Yukawa couplings consistent with low-energy
observations. On the other hand, the doublet-triplet splitting problem – the fact that the color-triplet Higgs field is
many orders of magnitude heavier than the Standard Model Higgs doublet, in spite of the fact that the two fields
belong to the same GUT multiplet – indicates that there are circumstances where GUT-breaking effects can be most
dramatic (more than eight orders of magnitude).
At face value, our results indicate that if grand unification is real most lepton-number violating scenarios captured
by the |∆L| = 2 OI operators of dimension D = 7 or 9 that lead to neutrino masses [4–6] are inconsistent with
either the GUT hypothesis or the non-observation of |∆(B −L)| = 2 nucleon decay. Roughly speaking, the scenarios
consistent with current data and the GUT hypothesis are associated to lepton-number breaking scales Λ & 1010 GeV.
This trend seems to hint that very few, if any, D = 11 scenarios are allowed (see Refs. [4–6]).
The very high Λ values raise concerns associated with the stability of the weak scale. The so-called hierarchy problem
requires the new lepton-number breaking physics to be very weakly coupled [32–34] or the presence of new degrees of
freedom with masses between Λ and the weak scale. This concern, of course, is already present if GUTs are realized in
nature, independent from whether or how lepton-number is violated. If nature were supersymmetric at short distances
and supersymmetry was broken slightly above the weak scale, the GUT-breaking, LNV, and electroweak breaking
scales could all co-exist “naturally.” The presence of low-energy supersymmetry, however, could lead to quantitatively
different results as far as this work is concerned. Superpartners to the Standard Model fields, for example, allow for
more and lower-dimensional |∆(B − L)| = 2 operators. The act of integrating out weak-scale superpartners, in turn,
may end up providing more stringent constraints than the ones discussed here.
We reiterate that our most robust result is to list which |∆(B − L)| = 2 operators are “related,” a result which
highlights some |∆(B−L)| = 2 observables as especially interesting for understanding nonzero neutrino masses. GUT-
breaking effects can, for example, render |∆(B − L)| = 2 nucleon decay processes significantly slower or |∆B| = 2
processes like neutron–antineutron significantly faster. We also assumed that all operators are flavor-indifferent, i.e.,
all lepton and quark flavors interact with the new degrees of freedom with similar strength. It is important to keep in
mind that, in order to fit neutrino masses, no new interactions involving first-generation quarks are required. If this
¶ As we argued earlier, these do not mediate |∆(B − L)| = 2, 6, 10, . . . effects except through their mixing with the |∆(B − L)| physics,
captured by OGUT.
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turns out to be the case, none of the bounds discussed here apply. Finally, we remind the readers that we restricted
our discussion to the gauge group SU(5). Larger gauge groups contain more degrees of freedom which may be light
and include B − L as a gauged subgroup, both of which render the discussion potentially more complex than and
qualitatively different from the one presented here.
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Appendix A: The Relationship between ∆B, ∆L and Operator Dimension
A relationship exists between the dimension of an operator in the Standard Model and its ∆B and ∆L assignments,
as first explored in Ref. [30]. To investigate the nature of this relationship, we consider operators constructed only
of Standard Model fermions and Higgs fields, i.e., operators with no derivatives nor gauge bosons. We can count the
number of left-handed (NQ, NL, Nu, Nd, Ne) and right-handed fermions (NQ† , NL† , Nu† , Nd† , Ne†) and the number
of Higgs fields (NH and NH∗) in each operator. For example, the operator LH˜e
c has NL = NH∗ = Ne = 1 and
NQ = Nu = Nd = NH = NQ† = Nu† = Nd† = NL† = Ne† = 0. ∆B and ∆L, for a given operator, can be expressed
as a function of the different Ns as
Baryon number: ∆B =
1
3
(
NQ −NQ† −Nu +Nu† −Nd +Nd†
)
, (A1)
Lepton number: ∆L = NL −NL† −Ne +Ne† . (A2)
Hypercharge and Lorentz invariance impose the following constraints:
hypercharge invariance: 0 =
1
3
(NQ −NQ†)−
4
3
(Nu −Nu†) +
2
3
(Nd −Nd†) (A3)
− (NL −NL†) + 2(Ne −Ne†) + (NH −NH∗),
Lorentz invariance: 0, 2, 4, ... = Nd +Nu +NQ +NL +Ne, (A4)
Lorentz invariance: 0, 2, 4, ... = Nd† +Nu† +NQ† +NL† +Ne† , (A5)
while the dimension of the operator, D, is defined as
D =
3
2
(
NQ +NQ† +Nu +Nu† +Nd +Nd† +NL +NL† +Ne +Ne†
)
+NH +NH∗ . (A6)
The insertion of Eqs. (A1) and (A2) into the definition of D yields
D = 3
(
Nd +Ne +Nu +NQ† +NL† +
3
2
∆B +
1
2
∆L
)
+NH +NH∗ . (A7)
Eqs. (A1) and (A2) can also be inserted into Eq. (A3) to yield
Nd +Ne = N
†
d +Nu −N†u +N†e −NH +N†H −∆B + ∆L. (A8)
From here, Eq. (A8) can be substituted into Eq. (A7):
D = 3
(
2Nu +Nd† −Nu† +Ne† +NQ† +NL† +
1
2
∆B +
3
2
∆L
)
− 2NH + 4NH∗ . (A9)
From Eq. (A5), one can note that Nd† −Nu† +NQ† +NL† +Ne† = (0, 2, 4...)− 2Nu† is an even number. Therefore∣∣∣∣12∆B + 32∆L
∣∣∣∣ ∈ N
{
odd ↔ D is odd,
even ↔ D is even. (A10)
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This relationship between ∆B, ∆L, and the dimension of the operator, D, only assumes hypercharge and Lorentz
invariance. It is straightforward to show that the relation remains unchanged if right-handed Standard Model gauge
singlet neutrinos with lepton number +1 (or left-handed gauge-singlet antineutrinos with lepton number −1) are
introduced.
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